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Social media are considered as a dynamic communication environment where
people’s moods, opinions, and specific social and political reactions are reflected.
This is the actual place where users can share their thoughts, sympathies or antipathies freely. The current category of social media has changed and now it includes
all of the platforms that allow users to comment on social and political reality instantly. Nevertheless, many communication processes are seemed to be elusive because of a still changeable and unstable information environment powered by users’
activity. Because of this, researchers and analysts need appropriate, comprehensive
and sufficient tools that more reflect and catch the elusiveness and multiplicity of
processes occurring within the social media environment.
The book Political Communication in Real Time. Theoretical and Applied Research Approaches provides a wide and great view of communication processes
analysis within new media using Real Time Response (RTR) methodology, Moment to Moment (MtM) data collection and Continuous Response Measurement
(CRM). Th is collective work is a great repository of knowledge for those who
want to base their studies on innovative research methods and analytic tools. The
reviewed book is a part of the Routledge Studies in Global Information, Politics,
and Society and together with other works from this set, fi lls the gap in political
communication research, especially when it comes to social and new media research.
The reviewed position consists of twelve chapters grouped into three main —
well-thought out parts. Part I includes a set of four articles and introduces the
reader to real time response methods. In the first article D. Schill provides a historical perspective and describes the development of real time methodologies and its
meaning for modern communication studies. The next article, written by J. L. Burton et al., explains the important role of continuous response data for the field of
political and communication sciences. The authors describe a complex mechanism
of collecting, interpreting, and analyzing continuous response data. The third
chapter is devoted to various uses of RTR when it comes to voter engagement measures and its usage by news organizations. In this chapter, R. Kirk emphasizes the
value of such methodology, by answering the question how it actually is adapted by
particular enterprises to play a vital role when it comes to consumer experience
measurement. The fourth and final chapter in this part, written by S. Evins encompasses considerations about the term “connected voter” which is an implicaton of
social media and new media structural and technological developement. The author presents how social media are formed to encourage users to be engaged in
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communication processes. Evins is focused on the 2012 presidential campaign,
midterm elections in 2014, and the 2016 primary race.
The second part of the book is called Real time effects: measuring political message effects by the second? and introduces to readers numerous ways of political
message measurement and how the process of analysis looks step by step. A. Gelman et al., show how to manage high-frequency polling with non-representative
data. The authors’ view is based on the conviction that with proper statistical
adjustment, non-representative polling can be used to accurately and continuously track public engagement. In the next chapter, S. Maynard Calinedo,
Ch. D. Mcllwain and E. Dudash-Buskirk turned their attention toward the potential and importance for race-based appeals in U.S. political campaign communication. In this research the authors found that viewers (and potential voters) react
negatively when it comes to racial cues, for instance. In the next article, S. Ottler,
et al., have presented interesting research measuring the effects of candidates on
voters in Germany. The authors analyze how television appearances imply the way
people perceived political candidates. The next chapter brings the reader’s attention to mobile platforms and its role when it comes to response measurement.
P. Resnik, et al., focused their considerations on the presentation of mobile reactions measure.
The third and final part of the book is devoted to the subject of partisanship and
polarization and encompasses considerations focused on selective information processing. S. Iyengar, et al., try to present a model of the polarizing effects on campaign ads. The authors use novel methodology to explain the fluctuations of voters’
reactions during the 2006 senate campaign. The next chapter stays on the same
subject and focuses primarily on the links between party identification and polarization. J. E. Jasperson, et al., present the insights based on moment-to-moment
analysis of likely voters during the presidential campaign in 2012. The authors
claimed that party affi liation has a strong influence on the preferred channel of
choice and the degree of response polarization. Another article in this part written
by M. Bachl investigates how particular political candidate activity and statements
imply the effects of the viewers’ perception about politics. Bachl based his research
on two quasi-experimental studies conducted during the live broadcast debates.
The book is closed by the Hughes and Bucy article. In this work the authors use
z-score transformations to investigate moments where viewer reactions diverged
the most during the 2012 presidential debates. The uthors’ intention was to present
both visual and verbal debate content which led to partisan divergence.
The review of Political Communication in Real Time book revealed many interesting and insightful considerations about politics and communication which
should coexist in modern analysis. It has to be emphasized that the whole book is
written in simple and understandable language, however, a significant part of the
book is based on calculations, thus, it requires from the reader the basics of statistics at least. The meaningful advantage of the reviewed position is the fact that it
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was written by practitioners in the field of communication and marketing. The
perspective taken by the authors is still something new and methods RTR, CRM
or MtM provide a new and fresh view on the political communication issue.
One very important thing is that all authors perceive and treat social media not
only as a platform for communication but rather as a dynamic and changeable
environment. D. Shill pointed out clearly that as voters and campaigns alike are
adjusting to this new environment, researchers must also adopt and study political communication as it is practiced (p. 3). This conviction is the main and inseparable part of the book. The conception of social media’s rise and rise of the
many, leading to the crystallization of the “connected voter” is another interesting
input. S. Evins’ perspective explains accurately how the emergence of social media
implied the change in traditional norms of innovation which have been disrupted
(p. 72). It has to be emphasized that disruption is a natural process of technological development. Today’s social media should be treated as a separate and selfsufficient media sector with the enormous potential to activate people’s engagement and to establish new information cycles based on the users’ activity and news
involvement.
Without any doubt the most insightful are those chapters which present concrete research based on case studies. In the book, readers can fi nd many analyses
that measure the perception of voters, participation in news or people’s response
to campaign debates etc. Today’s media space is fi lled with people’s behavior
which leads to communication processes shaping. The authors of the book took
it into consideration, which is why the reader many times may find issues related
to psychology. This is a very good point when it comes to communication studies
and political science, where people’s perceptions play an indispensable role giving momentum of political communication in particular. According to that, the
authors agreed that political advertising is more likely to generate polarized responses (p. 195). Th is contradiction is very clear, especially in comparison to
“more objective” forms of political messages or even news reports. Nevertheless,
the application of still emerging methodology is limited sometimes (p. 122)
and there is much more work to be done. The authors are aware of such limitations and emphasize that on many occasions analyses based on binary system
are sometimes insufficient. Anyway, the presented methodological tools and perspectives in connection with other approaches — social network analysis or system dynamics, could give us an even more accurate picture of communication
behavior within new media. The mix of two or three tools seems to be reasonable
when it comes to providing new research perspective. It would be good if the
authors introduced some propositions of methodologies combining and possibilities of extending the presented studies. Anyway, this is not a complaint and
not an implication of any disadvantage.
The Political Communication in Real Time book can be recommended for all
researchers who want to apply a new and more comprehensive toolbox for their
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analyses. This position is addressed mainly to scientists with the basics in statistics,
however it is a good base for lecturers who want to present another and/or new
perspective for students.
Jacek Nożewski
U N I V E R SI T Y OF W R OCŁ A W, POL AN D
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Péter Bajomi-Lázár (ed.) (2017). Media in Third-Wave Democracies. Southern
and Central/Eastern Europe in a Comparative Perspective. Paris, Budapest:
L’Harmattan Publishing House, pp. 238, ISBN: 978-2-343-13011-8.
Although this international collection of studies is a conference volume, it could
make good use as a handbook on the current state of media freedom in the less
fortunate half of the old continent. Editor Péter Bajomi-Lázár, distinguished scholar of comparative media studies, provides a broad overview — both theoretical and
historical-factual — which convincingly supports his initial concept of “party colonization of media”. In recently-democratized societies, all attributes of democracy,
including their media systems are still much more vulnerable than their ‘Western’
counterparts, no matter what sort of democratic institutions they have adopted on
the requirement of the EU, claims Bajomi-Lázár. “Yet to date former communist
countries still have a long way to go: they evince poorer democratic and economic
performance, as well as low levels of media freedom compared with much of the
rest of Europe” (forward, referring to the 2015 report of Freedom House). Among
the main reasons for the differences between East/Central/South and Western Europe the author rightly mentions lesser density of population, belated industrialization and technological development, as well as unconsolidated political systems and
more fragile economies in the East (South).
The book offers a multi-dimensional model, a coherent construction based on
the theoretical framework in the first part and country case studies in the second.
The first part elaborates on the three arguably most relevant aspects of contemporary media communication: national and international legal conditions (Judit Bayer), the changing relationship between producer and audience of journalistic content (Auksė Balčytienė) and the spread and influence of new media in the defined
region (Dorka Horváth). Their statements and conclusions are regularly echoed and
reflected upon in the case studies of the second part of the volume. One of the most
significant achievements of this collection is breaking with the great illusion of the
1990s, which laid down the basis of practically all EU legislation, namely that democratization is a linear and irreversible process, and no political power will ever
have the motivation to stop it. As a consequence of this belief, the EU lost its chan114
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